EH... WHAT'S UP DOC?

ACROSS
1. Old man
4. They may be collared
8. November birthstone
13. Type of monster
14. Calculus calculation
15. Conjectures
17. No meat for this one
19. It may be pending
20. The Sun ___ Rises
21. Ultimate diet
22. Well-gotten gain?
23. Fallen Russian orbiter
24. Alphabetic trio
25. A mouse moves over it
26. Any chapter of the Koran
28. Lovely _____, Meter Maid
29. Spain and Portugal
32. Nails on the chalkboard
34. Handheld harvester
36. Turning point?
38. Business abbr.
39. Roused
40. Describing some wines
41. Low-___ image
42. EPA contaminant measure
45. Thunderstruck
46. Dirty old men
48. Pilot's instrument
49. Deface
50. Amaze
51. Prune
52. Continental money
53. Missile from a prankster
54. Burn remedy
55. Worthless material
56. Warner Brothers' voice
   angel of yore
60. Improvise
62. They're broken up
63. Ball props
65. Perfection in gymnastics
66. Solo in space
69. Boost, with up
70. Atty. grp.
71. _____ tell
73. “We have met the enemy
   and he is us” speaker
74. The Creator, to Hindus
76. Soaked right back up
78. Come by
79. Jazzman Hines
80. Emptiness
81. Done in anticipation of
   reaping
82. Unfettered
83. I _____ Rock (1966 hit)

DOWN
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1. Pike
2. Nondairy topping
3. A bit of 2-Down
4. Drumming pattern
5. Olympic troublemaker
6. Milk dispensers
7. Three in Taipei
8. Zoo for leafy denizens
9. Colorful gem
10. It may be bottomless
11. Lacking iron, maybe
12. Nadir's opposite
13. Salon goos
14. Not stay on the path
15. Different sp.
16. ___ cry
17. Middle-earth meanie
18. Hammer shaper
19. Occupy
20. Abbr. on a boombox
21. Ran in the rain
22. Rich person's suffix
23. Some dash widths
24. Used a natatorium
25. Classic corn belt state
26. I'll give this to win
27. Can do it again
28. The mob-beset monster's undoing
29. Foil to cons
30. Actress Carrie-Anne
31. Need this when running on a hot day
32. Camera feature
33. Knowledgeable one
34. Not fare well
35. Steinbeck's East of ___
36. Sesame Street broadcaster
37. Big club
38. A toast to her
39. Uses force
40. Not staccato
41. It gives grants to artists
42. Florida islets
43. 1-Down is also this
44. Sat in a cask
45. Wynken, Blynken and ____
46. Gal pal, in La Havre
47. Barely done
48. Senior moment?
49. Hee's follower
50. Coin flipper
51. Eggs
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